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Who Is the Client?

• Planner as “family counselor” – encouraged by ACTEC 
commentaries
– Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.7
– Risk is withdrawal from representation of all family members

• Creating an LLC or other entity for a client
– MRPC 1.13(a): Lawyer represents the organization acting 

through its officers, directors, employees, and owners  
– ABA Formal Opinion 91-361: MRPC also applies to partnerships
– But, could also be deemed to represent each owner under facts 

and circumstances test.  
• See Rice v. Strunk, 670 N.E.2d 1280 (Ind. 1996) and Responsible 

Citizens v. Superior Court, 20 Cal. Rptr. 2d 756 (1993)
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Staying out of Ethical Hot Water
• Move slowly and deliberately with each new stage of representation

– MRPC 1.7: Are conflicts so severe that representation is impermissible?

• Discuss each new representation with all involved and memorialize with 
engagement letters
– LLC creates concurrent conflict of interest under MRPC 1.7
– Waive potential conflict for separate representation of original client and joint 

representation of entity and its owners
– Explain right to hire separate counsel and ground rules of joint representation

• Zero tolerance for keeping secrets as between represented family 
members
– OK to keep irrelevant or trivial secret (e.g., gender of baby)
– You tell them or I will
– Nuclear Option: If you don’t, I withdraw from everyone
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Choice of Entity

• Pre-1990s
– C Corporations and Partnerships

• 1990s to 2010s
– LLCs and S Corporations

• 1996 = Key year for S Corps (10 to 35 allowable 
shareholders) and LLCs (“check the box” regulations allowed 
LLCs to be taxed as partnerships)

• Post 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
– C Corporations making a comeback
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S Corporation Advantages

• First entity that provided pass-through taxation and liability 
protection

• Number of S corps grew by 400% from 1995 to 2005
• Originally limited to 10 or fewer shareholders, then 35, now 

limit is 100 shareholders.
• Owners pay less in payroll tax than LLC owners

– Owner must be paid a reasonable salary, corporation deducts 
payroll tax as business expense

– Profit in excess of salary not subject to payroll tax
– LLC owner pays self-employment tax of 15.3% (12.4% for Social 

Security and 2.9% for Medicare) on all income up to $147,000 
Social Security limit in 2022 
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LLC Advantages

• Limited liability of all members – need charging 
order to invade

• Flexible management structure
• Taxation

– Single member default structure is disregarded 
entity/pass through

– Multiple member default is partnership taxation 
– In either case, could elect S or C corporation 

treatment (“check the box”)

• Qualified Business Income (“QBI”) Deduction
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Qualified Business Income Deduction

• Under Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (“TCJA”), QBI 
deduction allows pass-through business owners 
to claim a deduction of up to 20% of allowable 
QBI
– Effectively decreases top marginal income tax rate 

from 37% to 29.6%, a 7.4% decrease 

– BUT, “specified service trades or businesses” do not 
qualify

– There are also wage and property basis limitations
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C Corporation Advantages

• Owners/Employees’ Fringe benefits are tax-deductible
– Health insurance, group life insurance, tuition assistance, 

childcare reimbursement, etc. reduce taxable income

• Venture capital investors may require C corporations
• TCJA decreased federal corporate income taxes from 

35% to 21%, still better than pass-through effective 
rate of 29.6%

• Qualified Small Business Stock under §1202(c) allows 
up to $10M of gain or 10 x basis to be excluded from 
taxable income of each owner, only available if C corp
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When to convert LLC to C Corp?

• In growth mode, when plan is to reinvest earnings inside 
company.  
– Distributions from C corp are taxed at 20% qualified dividend 

rate plus 3.8% net investment income tax
– So, corporate tax plus dividend tax is higher than best pass-

through tax rate of 29.6% or even 37%

• Especially when reinvestment period is long term
– Tax savings on C corp rate compound as holding period 

increases.

• Where state income tax is high
– Pass-through owners pay state income tax on the taxable 

income and are limited to $10K SALT deduction; corporation 
gets full federal deduction for state income tax
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When Not to Convert LLC to C Corp

• Sale to IDGT or GRAT planning
– These plans rely on distributions from entity to transfer 

wealth (pay annuity, repay promissory note).  

– Because C corp distributions are subject to second level of 
tax, conversion mitigates the benefit of estate tax planning

• Charitable Contributions 
– If plan on having entity contribute to charity, deduction is 

better for pass-through owners (up to 60% of AGI v. C corp
deduction of up to 10% of taxable income)
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Structuring the Business for Gifts

• Voting and Non-Voting Interests

• Control and §2036
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Voting and Non-Voting Interests

• Two Priorities for Gifting 

– Retain voting control: separate voting rights from 
right to future appreciation and net liquidation 
proceeds

– Valuation: secure discounts for lack of 
marketability, lack of control 
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Beware: Control and Section 2036 

• Broadly speaking, §2036 is applicable where the 
decedent transfers property but retains beneficial 
interest or control of the property

• Challenges to transfers of family entities
– Is transfer a bona fide sale is for adequate and full 

coordination? 
– Were there non-tax reasons for creation of entity? 
– Implied agreement 
– Liquidation Rights 
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History of Curbing Estate Tax Freeze  

• Estate Freeze: Transfer of appreciating assets to stop or 
slow growth in estate tax values of assets 

• Before 1988 
– Classic freeze - creation of preferred and common interests 

• 1988-1989
– Brief life of §2036(c) 
– Considered overly broad, unclear, and almost promptly repealed 

• 1990 – Adoption of Chapter 14 
– New Approach: gift tax valuation rather than estate tax 

valuation and inclusion  
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Chapter 14 - Section 2701 

• Special valuation rules for transfers of an interest 
in certain entities that establish minimum value 
for transfer of “junior equity interest” to 
“member of transferor’s family” where 
“applicable family member” keeps “applicable 
retained interest” 

• Seeks to eliminate use of preferred interests with 
“bells and whistles” (that are almost never 
actually exercised) to absorb value and reduce 
value of common interest that is transferred
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Planning Around Section 2701

• The Vertical Slice Family LLC

• Preferred Partnership Freeze

• Power of Appointment Trust for Parent

• Derivative Contract that tracks carried interest

– See David Handler
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Vertical Slice Family LLC
Step 1

Parent

SLAT

Parent funds SLAT:
10% seed gift and 
90% Line of Credit

Step 2

Parent SLAT

LLC

SLAT and Parent 
fund LLC:

SLAT contributes 
some of seed gift 

for % interest

LLC

Step 3

New Hedge Fund

LLC invests in all 
new hedge funds; 
SLAT draws on line 
of credit to fund 

capital calls
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Preferred Partnership Freeze
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Power of Appointment Trust

• Client’s parent is not a 
“family member” under 
Treas. Reg. § 25.2701-1(d)(1) 
and can exercise LPOA in 
favor of SLAT or descendants 
trust
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Structuring the Business for a Sale

• Buy-Sell Agreements
– Who are Permitted Transferees?

• Check loan agreements, permissible S corp shareholders

– Who can/must purchase?
• Other owners or the entity or combo of two
• I.e., cross purchase, redemption, or hybrid

– What are the triggering events?
• Death, disability, retirement, bankruptcy, divorce
• For cause vs. not for cause departures

– How is purchase price determined?
• Appraisal or formula fixed in agreement
• If disability buy-sell insurance is used, ensure definitions match
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Valuation of Buy Sell Agreements 

• Pre 1990 – Four requirements to fix purchase price under §2031 
regs and case law
– Price must be fixed or determinable by formula 
– Decedent’s estate must be obligated to sell at fixed price 
– Transfer restrictions must apply during decedent’s lifetime 
– Must be a bona fide business arrangements and not a device to pass 

the interest to family members 

• 1990 – Adoption of §2703 as part of Chapter 14
– Codified much of current law 
– Intended to supplement rather than replace existing law 
– Added new requirement: terms must be comparable to similar 

arrangements 
– Modification of pre-1990 agreements considered a new restriction 
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Valuation for Lapsing Voting and 
Liquidation Rights

• Section 2704 adopted in 1990 as part of Chapter 14 
• General Rule:  If family control, treats certain lapses in 

voting or liquidation rights as transfer by person holding 
right for purpose of estate, gift, and GST taxation.  Enacted 
to overturn the result in Harrison v. Comr (52 TCM 1306 
(1987))

• Valuation discount disregarded if interest is transferred to 
or for the benefit of the transferor’s family and the family 
controls the entity immediately before the transfer 
– Exceptions 

• Commercially reasonable restrictions 
• Restriction imposed by Federal or State Law
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Structuring the Buy-Sell:
Internal Sales

• Appraised Value, as finally determined for estate tax purposes
– If fixed/formula price not respected by IRS, family could owe estate tax 

on value not received
– Consider how buy-sell agreement’s control and transfer provisions can 

affect discounts for lack of control and lack of marketability

• Option or Obligation?
– Obligation if purpose of buy-sell is to limit ownership to employees, 

support surviving spouse or provide liquidity at death
– If optional, is it a put (seller has option to sell) or a call (buyers have 

option to buy)?  
– Russian Roulette or Texas Shootout: Used for resolving disputes 

between owners; name a price not knowing whether you will be buyer 
or seller
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Determining the Purchaser

• Cross-Purchase
– Remaining owners required to buy or are given option to buy on 

occurrence of triggering event
– Benefit = basis increase for remaining owners and cap gain to seller

• Redemption
– Business itself buys interest of deceased or withdrawing owner
– Care must be taken if family-owned C corp: Due to family attribution 

rules, redemption could be deemed dividend distribution to selling 
shareholder, with no basis offset.  See IRC §302(b) and 318

• Hybrid
– Provides flexibility to choose which method is best at the time
– If hybrid and C corp, corporation must have initial obligation or else 

corporation’s “rescue” of shareholders could be deemed taxable 
dividend to remaining shareholders
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Funding the Purchase

• Cross-Purchase Life Insurance
– If more than 2 or 3 owners, cross-purchase life insurance is 

cumbersome
– Life Insurance LLC or trust is option

• Entity-Owned Life Insurance
– Value of entity increased by death benefit  but offset by 

obligation to purchase. Estate of Blount v. Comm’r, 428 
F.3d 1338 (11th Cir. 2005).

• Installment Sale
– Could use cash flow from business to fund and defer gain 

for seller over period of years
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Structuring the Buy-Sell:
External Sales

• Right of First Refusal
– If owner has offer from third party, other owners have option to buy at 

lower of price determined under buy-sell agreement or third-party 
bona fide offer price

• Tag-along and Drag-along rights prevent veto of sale to third party
– Drag-along:  If a certain percentage of equity interests are being sold 

to a third party, selling equity owners have a right to require remaining 
owners to join in the sale at the same price and on same terms.

– Tag-along: If equity owners of more than a certain percentage of 
ownership have agreed to sell their interests to a third party, the other 
equity owners have the right to join in the sale at the same price and 
on the same terms

– Purchase Price Adjustment Clause : If, after brother sells to sister, 
sister sells to 3rd party within 2 years, sister owes brother 50% of 
increased sales price
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Positioning for Sale to Third Parties

• Entity Sale v. Asset Sale
– Sellers want entity sale for cap gains treatment
– Buyers want asset sale to get basis step up in underlying assets, 

which are then depreciated
– If asset sale, goodwill gets cap gains treatment, but assets could 

generate ordinary income if inventory.  Need asset purchase 
price allocation appraisal.

• F reorganizations of S corporations under §368(a)(1)(F)
– Allows asset sale treatment for buyer, equity treatment for 

seller under regs issued in 2015. See Treas. Reg 1.368-2(m)
– Also provides estate planning opportunities via sale to IDGT
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F Reorg for S Corporation - Phase 1

Client Holdings, Inc.
S Corporation

“New Co”Client’s Widgets, Inc.
S Corporation

“Old Co”

Step 1 on Day 1:  Shareholders of Old Co form new corporation

Client
90 Class A Shares
810 Class B Shares

Minority S/H
10 Class A Shares
90 Class B Shares

Client’s Widgets, LLC
Owns all business operations of 
Old Co

Client Rev Trust = 900 shares
Minority S/H = 100 shares

Client’s Widgets, Inc.
Qualified S Subsidiary

“Old Co”

Step 2 on Day 2:  Shareholders of Old Co contribute stock of Old Co to 
New Co in exchange for 10% voting and 90% non-voting shares

Step 3 on Day 3:  Old Co converts to a single-member LLC
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F Reorg for S Corporation - Phase 2

Client Holdings, Inc.
S Corporation

“New Co”

Client
90 Class A Shares
810 Class B Shares

Minority S/H
10 Class A Shares
90 Class B Shares

Client’s Widgets, LLC
Business Operations

Pre-Beauty Contest:  Client sells Class B shares to IDGT in 
exchange for down-payment and promissory note (Appraisal 
needed, should get discount for non-voting shares)

Client SLAT or 
Descendants Trust

Venture Capital Co
Buyer

Buyer acquires Client’s Widgets, LLC or its assets 
from New Co, and proceeds are paid to New Co

Phase 3
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Counseling the Family Business Owner

• Strengths and vulnerabilities

• Family Relationships

• Governance Forums
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Strengths of a Family Business 

• Natural Strengths 

– Long-term approach

– Passion and persistence

– Financial stability

– Stakeholder loyalty, caring

– Quality focus

– Community and values driven
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Vulnerabilities of a Family Business 

• Natural Vulnerabilities 

– Traditional product, location loyalties

– Liquidity demands of the family 

– Resist addressing performance issues

– Long leadership tenure

– Prefer slower changes

– Disruptive family conflict
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Family Relationships

• Heightened Emotions
– Greater sense of dependency and vulnerability
– Long shadow of the past

• Complicated Communication
– Struggle between openness and caution 
– Difficulty listening to one another without judging

• Complex Relationships
– No relationship exists in a vacuum
– Many overlapping ties of emotion, influence, and expectations
– Deeply ingrained (unconscious) patterns of behavior

• Competing Frames: Family vs. Business
– Multiple, overlapping roles
– Difficult to coordinate—Which “hat” should I wear right now? Which frame 

should dominate?
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Three-Circle Model of the Family Business 
System and Governance Forums 

• Multiple roles both help and complicate 
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